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LED DRIVING LIGHT KIT
50,000 hour + life span, low power consumption with unbreakable 
Lexan lens and anti-theft fasteners to complement your Hino bull bar.

BULL BAR
A combination of quality and functionality. Made from a single channel
with polished alloy finish. Also airbag compliant, making them an 
integral part of the overall safety system. Driving lights sold separately.

NUDGE BAR
A lightweight, polished tubular alloy that is aerodynamically
designed. Also has airbag compatibility and is suitable for urban use.

WHY USE
HINO GENUINE
ACCESSORIES
There’s nothing Hino’s engineers don’t know 

about getting maximum durability from your 

Hino Truck. Even Hino’s range of accessories 

are designed to exacting specifications, 

manufactured with the highest quality 

materials and tested to the extreme to seal 

their quality build and performance.

Accessory Warranty

Just like your Hino truck, each accessory is 

fully backed by Hino’s 3 YEAR Unlimited 

Kilometre Warranty. By keeping your Hino 

100% Hino using genuine accessories, you’ll 

benefit with peace of mind so you can focus

on looking after your business profitability.
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CHROME WHEEL COVERS
Hino Chrome Wheel Covers for front and rear wheels will give your
truck a premium look. Available for five and six stud 16 inch rims
and 17.5 inch rims.

DASH MAT
Airbag compatible the Hino dash mat is available for both standard 
and wide cab models. Designed to protect the interior of your truck 
and reduce glare.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Manufactured from heavy duty rubber is designed to cover the entire
footwell area and are easy to remove for cleaning.

SHEEPSKIN CARBON CANVAS

FOOTWELL LINERS
Manufactured from a rubber/synthetic composite that captures dirt, 
grit and gravel and are easy to remove for cleaning.

SEAT COVERS
UV resistant, flame retardant
with buckle tie system and 
zipper for easy fitment. Choose 
from sheepskin, carbon fabric 
or canvas with front and rear 
seat options.

WEATHER SHIELD
Hino Weather Shields for standard and wide cab. The tinted acrylic
design offers protection against the weather and reduces glare for
driver and passenger.

HEAVY DUTY TOW BAR KIT
Hino Heavy Duty Tow Bars are engineered specifically for custom
fitment to gain maximum towing safety. Standard features include
fixed tongue, 50mm ball and coupling for trailer towing with electric
brakes up to 4,500kg. Optional adjustable tongue (pictured), 
70mm balll or pintle hook.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES



CHROME WHEEL COVERS
Hino Chrome Wheel Covers for front and rear wheels will give your 
truck a premium look. They are available for 17.5 inch, 19.5 inch, 
22.5 inch single and bogie rear axle.

LED DRIVING LIGHT KIT
50,000 hour + life span, low power consumption with unbreakable 
Lexan lens and anti-theft fasteners to complement your Hino bull bar.

BULL BAR
Protects and toughens your Hino. Made from a single channel with polished aluminium finish, it also has towing pin options and antenna mounts
are available. The bull bars are aerodynamically designed and are airbag and FUPS compatible, making them an integral part of the overall
safety system.
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SEAT COVERS
UV resistant, flame retardant
with buckle tie system and 
zipper for easy fitment. Choose 
from sheepskin, carbon fabric 
or canvas with front and rear 
seat options.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Manufactured from heavy duty rubber and is designed to cover the 
footwell area and are easy to remove for cleaning.

SHEEPSKIN CARBON CANVAS

FOOTWELL LINERS
Manufactured from a rubber/synthetic composite that captures dirt, 
grit and gravel and are easy to remove for cleaning.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

SUN VISOR
The Hino Sun Visor is designed to improve driver vision by reducing
sun glare. Manufactured from fiberglass and are fully moulded to 
suit the cab. Available for both standard and wide cab models

DASH MAT
The Hino Dash Mat is available for both standard and wide cab models. 
Designed to protect the interior of your truck and reduce glare.

STONE GUARD
Hino Stone Guards are made from a sturdy 300mm high aluminium 
frame with steel mesh to protect your windscreen from stone chips. 
Available for both standard and wide cab models in either powder 
coated black or silver.

WEATHER SHIELD
Hino Weather Shields for standard and wide cab. The tinted acrylic
design offers protection against the weather and reduces glare for
driver and passenger.



CHROME WHEEL COVERS
Hino Chrome Wheel Covers for front and rear wheels will give your 
truck a premium look. Full sets available for 22.5 inch single and
bogie rear axle.

BULL BAR
Protects and toughens your Hino. Made from a single channel with polished aluminium finish, it also has towing pin options and driving mounts.
The bull bars are aerodynamically designed and are airbag and FUPS compatible, making them an integral part of the overall safety system.

STONE GUARD
Hino Stone Guards are made from a sturdy 300mm high aluminium
frame with powder coated black steel mesh to protect your windscreen 
from stone chips. Available for both standard and high cab models.
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RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Manufactured from heavy duty rubber and is designed to cover the 
footwell area and are easy to remove for cleaning.

FOOTWELL LINERS
Manufactured from a rubber/synthetic composite that captures dirt, 
grit and gravel and are easy to remove for cleaning.

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

SEAT COVERS
UV resistant, flame retardant
with buckle tie system and 
zipper for easy fitment. Choose 
from sheepskin, carbon fabric 
or canvas with front and rear 
seat options.

SHEEPSKIN CARBON CANVAS

DASH MAT
The Hino Dash Mat is designed to protect the interior of your truck
and reduce glare.

WEATHER SHIELD
Hino Weather Shields for standard and wide cab. The tinted acrylic
design offers protection against the weather and reduces glare for
driver and passenger.

SUN VISOR
The Hino Sun Visor is designed to improve driver vision by reducing 
sun glare. Manufactured from fiberglass and are fully moulded to suit 
the cab. Available for both standard and wide cab models

CHROME GRILLE & BUMPER KIT
The Hino Chrome Grille & Bumper Kit will give your truck that premium 
look. Available for the FS & FY models.



SATELLITE NAVIGATION
Never get lost again with the Hino Multimedia
system. Update your system with a fully featured 
satellite navigation package including truck specific 
routing. Package comes with free map updates 
for three years. The Hino multimedia system with 
Satellite navigation has been designed for day 
to day use to ensure all your Audio / Visual / 
Navigation requirements are satisfied.  

REVERSE CAMERA KIT
Enjoy your driving experience knowing that your 
vehicle, property and pedestrians are all safe. 
Offering exceptional reversing visibility in any 
circumstances, when fitted by viewing the rear 
or side of your vehicle through the multimedia 
unit display screen. Option to fit up to three 
reverse cameras on your vehicle. 

UHF CB RADIO
A single DIN unit comes with 80 auto channel
programming, master scan technology and hand 
set. Designed for easy installation utilising custom 
brackets and harnesses for simple plug and play. 
Unit also comes with a high quality antenna.

Hino’s range of state-of-the-art accessories is designed to provide extra driving safety, comfort and 

convenience. Like all other Hino parts and accessories, our state-of-the-art accessories are also manufactured 

to exacting specifications to provide long life durability and reliability – just so you get the best out of your truck!
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
ACCESSORIES
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DVR CAMERA SYSTEM
A discreet dash cam with true HD video images with
wide viewing angle. Unit is equipped with features
like 2 channels for video recording, a 5.0 mega pixel
front Camera and a 2.0 mega pixel rear Camera,
digital zoom, intelligent parking monitoring and is
Android / iOS application supported.

SPEAKER UPGRADE KIT
Designed to both complement and enhance the Hino 
multimedia system. This plug and play upgrade kit 
features 3 way coaxial speakers with a 210W peak 
power rating.

LANE CHANGE ASSIST SYSTEM
Hino's lane change assist camera system will significantly increase visibility to the left and right side of the truck. The camera system enhances
driver awareness of space by eliminating the blind spots. When the left or right indicator is applied, the multimedia unit will display the camera
view on the screen.
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TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING 
SYSTEM (TPMS)
A fully wireless system that will measure both 
tyre pressure and tyre temperature providing 
an audible and visual warning to the driver 
should either the tyre pressure or temperature 
become too low or too high. This system requires 
one sensor per tyre with the ability to monitor 
up to 24 tyres.    

300 SERIES FOG / DAY TIME RUNNING
LAMP (DRL)
Daytime running lights (DRLs) are a crash 
avoidance feature designed to help prevent 
crashes by increasing the visibility of the vehicle 
during daylight hours.

DRLs turn on automatically when the ignition is 
switched on and are overridden when regular 
headlights are activated. Hino DRL kit replaces 
the existing fog lamp and is designed for easy 
installation utilising custom brackets and 
harnesses for simple plug and play.

REVERSE PARKING SENSOR KIT
Complete plug and play reverse parking 
sensor kit used to aid the driver when parking 
and manoeuvring.

This system comes complete with four
sensors and a buzzer with all necessary 
electrical components for easy fitment.  

FRIDGE (COOLER/WARMER)
Eleven litre capacity featuring a movable 
partition to create hot & cold zones that can 
be operated at the same time with warming 
temperatures ranging from room temperature 
to 55°C and cooling temperatures ranging 
from 10°C to 0°C.

Available for 500 and 700 Series models 
where a centre seat is fitted.
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KEEPING YOUR HINO 
100% HINO
This is the ultimate testing laboratory.
Nothing escapes maximum punishment. 
It's where legends are made and built into 
the everyday work horses that you, as a 
Hino owner, have come to rely upon for 
your livelihood. 

That's why it's important to keep your truck 
all Hino by using only Hino genuine parts - 
made to last! This guarantees your truck 
will deliver maximum reliability backed up 
by the security of Hino's warranties should 
it ever be needed.  



A Toyota Group Company

For further information please visit hino.com.au or call 1300 014 466

Conditions apply. See Hino website for details. Hino Financial Services is a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, a member of the 
Toyota Group Company.

Hino Trucks are distributed in Australia by Hino Motor Sales Australia Pty Ltd A.C.N 064 989 724. All efforts have been made to ensure the information contained 
in this brochure was correct at time of printing or uploading. Hino Motor Sales Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to alter any details of the specifications and 
equipment without notice. Hino in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance placed by any person on anything 
contained in this brochure. You should therefore check with your authorised Hino dealer at the time of ordering our vehicle to ensure that colour, specifications, 
equipment, design features and options are available for the vehicle you are ordering. Please note that some options may only be available in combination with 
others. Authorised Hino dealers will on request provide up to date information on all accessories, design features, prices and availability.   HBFLEET-10/2014

Disclaimer: All accessory images in this brochure are representational only & may vary slightly to product at time of purchase.
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